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APPENDIX VII 

PhD defence proposition  

 

1. Until recently the MH period was described as homogeneous and static. However, 

differentiation and change through time was observed in all sites examined in this 

thesis. Next to variability in grave types and sets of offerings, different spatial 

contexts were used inside and outside the settlement and diverse mortuary practices 

have been attested. 

2. Changes started already from the beginning of the MH period but they became 

intensified towards its end. In general, two major change horizons can be proposed, 

one at the beginning of the MH II and a second at the transitional MH III/LH I-LH 

I.  

3. Differentiation was not only observed within each burial place, but also between 

sites during the same period. Although in general similar practices were followed, 

the way each community used them and the time they adopted or abandoned these 

practices was not uniform. Every burial site has its own history and the nature of 

change differs from site to site. Generally, a steady ‘scaling up’ was observed, but 

it did not affect all sites in the same way. 

4. In all cemeteries and through time kinship was the most important structuring 

principle and age position in the kin network the most important component. 

Gender was less emphasised but became more important during the MH III-LH I 

period in some, but not all sites. 

5. In Lerna the developments in the earlier part of the period do not set in motion an 

increase in social complexity. On the contrary, in Asine and in Argos social 

complexity increased at the end of the MH period.  

6. The existence of elite groups or of aggrandizing leaders of factions was not 

confirmed for the greater part of the MH period. I would like therefore to propose 

that instead of local elites or faction leaders already present in the MH II period, 

the burial record reveals a rather fluid situation, arising perhaps from continuous 

negotiation between social groups, most probably kin-related. It can be suggested 

that some groups or individuals, especially during the later part of the MH period 

and the transition to LH, were expressing their claims on status, trying to 
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distinguish themselves through burial elaboration and mortuary ritual as well as 

feasting, rather than merely legitimate already existing status divisions. 

 


